Abstract. Given a manifold X, the set of manifold structures on X × ∆ k relative to the boundary can be viewed as the k-th homotopy group of a space S s (X). This space is called the block structure space of X.
Introduction
Given a (topological) manifold X the set of homeomorphism classes of (topological) manifold structures on X is called the structure set of X and is denoted by S T OP,s (X). More generally, the set of homeomorphism classes of manifold structures on X ×∆ k relative to the boundary can be viewed as the k-th homotopy group of a certain space. Following [20] we denote the space by S s (X) and call it the block structure space of X. Hence we have:
This space was introduced by Quinn [12] . It is of interest particularly because of its intimate relationship with various automorphism spaces of X, for example, via the well known homotopy fibration sequence: (2) TOP s (X) → G s (X) → S s (X).
See [20] for explanation of terms and for various applications.
2000 Mathematics Subject Classification. 57R67. 1 Wall in [17, chapter 14] studies the structure sets of manifolds L n which are orbit spaces of spheres S n under a free action of a fixed cyclic subgroup G of S 1 . In case G = Z 2 one can consider all n ∈ N, in other cases one has to specialize to n odd. A useful feature here is the join construction which provides maps between the structure sets of L n for various n ∈ N. As we show in section 3 it can be improved to a map between the block structure spaces. A good way of formulating the join construction is to say that there is a functor which to a finite-dimensional vector space with inner product V assigns the block structure space of L(V ), where L(V ) is the orbit space of the unit sphere S(V ) in V under a free action of G. The vector spaces V are real vector spaces in case G = Z 2 and complex vector spaces in other cases. An advantage of this formulation is that there is the orthogonal (unitary) calculus of functors to study functors of this type (see [19] ).
In this paper we specialize to the case G = Z 2 . We study the functor F which to a real finite-dimensional vector space V assigns the block structure space of RP (V ) from the point of view of orthogonal calculus. The main result is Theorem 4.
Theorem 4. The 6-fold delooping Ω −6 ΘF (1) of the first derivative spectrum ΘF (1) of the functor F is an Ω-spectrum. That means that if n ≥ 6 the adjointsσ n of the structure mapsσ n : Θ n F
(1) → ΩΘ n+1 F (1) are homotopy equivalences.
The tools used in the proof are mainly codimension 1 surgery theory (alias LS-theory) and some particular geometric constructions (see section 6) . A byproduct of the theorem is the fact that the homotopy groups of the first derivative spectrum ΘF (1) are L-groups of the trivial group.
A possible application of the this result is to use it to describe the space
Note that Theorem 4 implies that up to some π 0 issues (explained in Appendix) and up to low-dimensional deviations the functor F is polynomial of degree 1 in the sense of orthogonal calculus. For such a functor F there is for any V the following homotopy fibration sequence (see Appendix) :
where Θ = ΘF (1) is the first derivative spectrum of F which always comes with an action of O(1) and the action of O(1) on V = R ⊗ V is given by the action of O(1) on R. Thus a knowledge of all remaining terms in the fibration sequence offers an attractive description of the space F (R ∞ ) = S s (RP ∞ ). We suspect that to repair the lowdimensional deviations, the π 0 issues, and to identify the action of O(1) on ΘF (1) the algebraic theory of surgery of Ranicki [15] will be necessary. The reason why this has not been done yet is the problem of translating some of the geometric constructions we use to this context.
There are other possible applications and generalizations of the results of this paper. Assuming one can overcome the difficulties mentioned above, there is the obvious possibility to apply the result to the study of automorphisms of RP ∞ via the homotopy fibration sequence (2) .
One way to generalize is to investigate the case when G is of odd order, that is, the case of lens spaces. The main problem here is that the application of codimension 2 surgery in this case seems more difficult. However, note that the block structure spaces of lens spaces were already studied by Madsen in [10] . There he showed that for a fixed G of odd order all spaces S s (L(V )) are homotopy equivalent. An intriguing question is whether the join construction induces a homotopy equivalence.
The paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we give a construction of the block structure space of a manifold. In section 3 we generalize the join construction to define the functor F . In section 4 we study the values of the first derivative functor F (1) of F on objects using codimension 1 surgery theory (alias LS-theory). In section 5 we prove the main theorem. Finally, in section 6 we discuss the construction a blow-up of a manifold along a submanifold which we use in the proof of the main theorem. The Appendix contains basic constructions from the orthogonal calculus of functors that we use in the paper.
The Block Structure Space of a Manifold
As mentioned in the introduction, given a manifold X, the block structure space of X is a space S s (X) such that
It was constructed by Quinn in [12] (see also [17, chapter 17A] ) as a pointed ∆-set where a k-simplex is a simple homotopy equivalence f : M → X ×∆ k between manifold (k + 2)-ads M and X ×∆ k which preserves faces. The base point in the dimension k is id : X × ∆ k → X × ∆ k . Implicit in this definition are the 'face' data for M. Note that the notion of a manifold (k + 2)-ad is a generalization of the notion of a cobordism of manifolds. According to [11] or [8] a cobrodism between manifolds is defined as follows. A cobordism between two closed ndimensional manifolds M 0 , M 1 is a 5-tuple (M, M 0 , M 1 , h 0 , h 1 ), where M is an (n + 1)-dimensional manifold with two pieces of boundary ∂ 0 M, ∂ 1 M and h i : M i → ∂ i M for i = 0, 1 are homeomorphisms of ndimensional manifolds. We elaborate on this and formalize the notion of a manifold (k + 2)-ad in the same way. The reason for this careful exposition is that we want to replace S s (X) for X = RP (V ) by a smaller model which is homotopy equivalent but has better functorial properties. In doing so the 'face' data play an important role. To make the construction of S s (X) more clear we introduce an abstract construction for ∆-groupoids in Construction 2 which we then apply to define S s (X) in Construction 3. Basic properties of ∆-sets of Rourke and Sanderson [16] are summarized for example in [15, chapter 11] . Using a slightly more general notation, we recall that a ∆-set K is a functor K : ∆ op → Sets, where ∆ is the category with objects finite totally ordered sets k = {0, . . . , k} and morphisms injective monotone functions α : m → k for m ≤ k. Thus a ∆-set K can be described as a collection of sets {K k } k∈N together with face maps ∂ α : K k → K m . The standard k-simplex is a ∆-set in the following way: the set of m-simplices ∆ k m is the set of monotone injective functions σ : m → k and for β : l → m the face map ∂ β : ∆ k m → ∆ k l is defined by ∂ β (σ) = σ•β. Also α : m → k defines a map of ∆-sets ∆ m → ∆ k . More generally, a ∆-groupoid K is a functor K : ∆ op → Groupoids, that means for each k the set of k-simplices K k is a groupoid (a category where all morphisms are isomorphisms) and the face maps ∂ α are functors. Note that the standard simplex ∆ k is a also a ∆-groupoid in a trivial way. A ∆-set K is pointed if for every k ∈ N there is a base simplex * ∈ K k such that ∂ α * = * for all α.
Now we recall the following well known construction for the special case of a ∆-groupoid.
Construction 1.
[3] Let K be a ∆-groupoid. The Grothendieck construction Gr(K) of K is the category with objects pairs (k, x), where k ∈ ∆, x ∈ K k , and morphisms are (k, x) → (m, y) pairs (α, h), where α : m → k is a morphism in ∆ and h : ∂ α x → y is a morphism in K m . We also define the degree of the object (k, x) to be k ∈ N. Note that the construction is functorial. In particular for α : m → k we have a functor Gr(α) :
Definition 1. Let K be a ∆-groupoid. We define the associated ∆-set of K to be the ∆-set K ♯ described in Construction 2.
Construction 2. Let K be a ∆-groupoid. The set of k-simplices of the associated ∆-set K ♯ is the set of degree preserving functors σ : Gr(∆ k ) → Gr(K) which satisfy the extra condition that for β : l → m the morphism σ(β, id) equals (β, h β ) for some
A k-simplex σ ∈ K ♯ can be described as a collection σ = (x α , h β ), where x α ∈ K m for α : m → k and h β is a morphism in K l for β : l → m, satisfying various compatibility conditions. Note that if K is a trivial ∆-groupoid (all morphisms are the identity), then a k-simplex of K ♯ is just a collection σ = (x α , id β ), where x α = ∂ α x id . Thus we recover the underlying ∆-set of K. If K is a non-trivial ∆-groupoid a k-simplex of K ♯ is a collection σ = (x α , h β ), where objects x α are just isomorphic to ∂ α x. Remark 1. It is clear from the construction that the assignment K → K ♯ is a functor from ∆-groupoids to ∆-sets. Suppose that K is a topological ∆-groupoid, that means the category K k is a topological category for each k and the face operators are continuous functors. Then K ♯ k can also be endowed with a topology (the subspace topology of the product topology) and K ♯ becomes a ∆-space, again in a functorial way. Also note that previous constructions have pointed versions.
Remark 2. We note that for pointed ∆-sets which satisfy the Kan property there exists a convenient combinatorial expression of their homotopy groups [15, chapter 11] . Using that one can prove the following useful observation.
Proof. Using the combinatorial expression of π k it is easy to see that the map L ♯ → K ♯ induces isomorphisms on homotopy groups. Now we are ready to introduce the block structure space S s (X) for an n-dimensional manifold X. Definition 2. The block structure space S s (X) of a topological manifold is the associated ∆-set of the pointed ∆-groupoid S s gr (X) defined in Construction 3. Construction 3. S s gr (X) is the pointed ∆-groupoid which has as its objects in degree k pairs (M, f ), where M is a manifold (k + 2)-ad (in the sense of [17, chapter 0] , with the convention M(∅) = ∅) and f : M → X × ∆ k is a simple homotopy equivalence between (n + k)-dimensional manifold (k + 2)-ads, that is, f respects faces. Face operators ∂ α are obtained by taking the face ∂ α M and restricting f to
Thus a k-simplex of S s (X) can be described by a list ((M α , f α ), h β ), where the meaning M α , f α , h β is clear from the previous constructions. Note that the majority of f α 's are redundant here, since
−1 , f = f id , so we omit them in the sequel. We sometimes call the 'manifold part' of a k-simplex, by which we mean the list of pairs (M α , h α ) α , a k-block on X. This is the formalization of a notion of a manifold (k + 2)-ad which generalizes the definition of a cobordism. In the special case of a 1-block, we obtain the 5-tuple (M, M 0 , M 1 , h 0 , h 1 ), which is a cobordism in the sense of [11] , [8] .
Remark 3. In fact we have really defined S s (X) as a ∆-class, not a ∆-set. To avoid various set-theoretic problems we will suppose that the manifolds involved come embedded in Euclidean space R ∞ .
Lemma 2. S s (X) is a Kan ∆-set for any manifold X.
Proof. For any ∆-map ∧ k i → S s (X) the top-dimensional faces of the image form a collection of manifold (k + 1)-ads with homeomorphic 'common faces'. The top-dimensional face of the image of extension ∆ k → S s (X) is obtained by gluing these together using given homeomorphisms, taking the product with [0, 1] and reparametrizing
Using the combinatorial expression for π * ( S s (X)) it is easy to see the isomorphism (3).
The block structure space S s (X) of a manifold X is an important concept mainly because of the relationship with the automorphisms of X. We describe the automorphisms that we have in mind.
Definition 3. The space of block self-homeomorphisms TOP s (X) of a manifold X is a ∆-set where k-simplices are self-homeomorphisms f : X × ∆ k → X × ∆ k which respect faces (but are not necessarily over ∆ k ) and the face maps are defined by restriction.
Definition 4. The space of block self-homotopy equivalences G s (X) of a manifold X is a ∆-set where k-simplices are self-homotopy equivalences f : X × ∆ k → X × ∆ k which respect faces and the face maps are defined by restriction.
Remark 4. The space G s (X) is homotopy equivalent to the space G s (X) of self-homotopy equivalences of X where a k-simplex is a map over ∆ k . However the analogous statement is not true in the case of the space of self-homeomorphisms.
There are obvious inclusions of the three spaces defined above. It is an important fact that they constitute a homotopy fibration sequence:
For the proof and for more information see the survey article [20] .
The Join Construction
In this section we show that the assignment V → S s (RP (V )) can be improved to a functor from the category J of finite-dimensional real vector spaces with inner product to the category of pointed ∆-sets. More precisely, we define a functor F :
However, for our purposes we need a functor to the category Spaces * of pointed spaces. Hence we take the geometric realization | S s (RP (V ))| and we show that the composed functor denoted also by F : J → Spaces * is a continuous functor in the sense of orthogonal calculus (see Appendix).
Firstly we introduce a convenient model for S s (RP (V )) in section 3.1, then in section 3.2 we show the above mentioned statements.
We remark that there is no reason why we should confine ourselves to the case of RP (V ) at this stage. All constructions in this section carry over to the case of lens spaces L(V ), where V is now a complex vector spaces.
A Model for S
s (RP (V )).
In order to achieve our goals we now introduce a smaller model (in the set theoretic sense) for the block structure space of RP (V ). This will be done in two steps. In the first step we use Lemma 1 and the following observation. • T is a free involution on S(V )×∆ k , which respects faces,
k is an equivariant simple homotopy equivalence w.r.t. T on the source and to the antipodal involution on the target such that the quotient is also a simple homotopy equivalence and it again respects faces.
Face maps are defined by restriction and isomorphisms are equivariant homeomorphisms over S(V )×∆ k with antipodal involution. The base point is the pair (T a , id) where T a is given by the antipodal involution on S(V ) and by the trivial action on ∆ k . Take the associated ∆-set and denote it by S s,2 (RP (V )). By taking quotients we obtain the map S s,2 (RP (V )) → S s,1 (RP (V )). One can verify by inspection that this map is a homotopy equivalence.
A k-simplex of the associated ∆-set S s,2 (RP (V )) is now a triple (T, h, f ), where:
• f is an equivariant simple homotopy equivalence from S(V ) × ∆ k with free involution T to S(V ) × ∆ k with the antipodal involution such that the quotient is also a simple homotopy equivalence and it again respects faces. In order to obtain a genuine space we can take the geometric realization of the ∆-sets | S s,− (RP (V ))| (see [15, chapter 11] ).
The Functor F .
The following theorem is the generalization of Wall's join construction, discussed in [17, chapter 14A] , to the level of block structure spaces.
Proof. In view of Remark 1 it is enough to show that there exists a functor (which we also call F , abusing notation) which to a vector space V associates the ∆-groupoid S s,2 gr (RP (V )). To define F on morphisms, take ξ : U → V , a linear monomorphism respecting inner products on U, V . The map ξ induces a splitting V = U ⊕ U ⊥ , here we identify U with ξ(U). We need to define maps
gr (RP (U)). Regarding S(U)×∆ k as a subspace of S(V ) × ∆ k we want to extend both T and f to
We distinguish cases k = 0 and k > 0. Case k = 0. This is the join construction of Wall [17, chapter 14A] . Note that with an appropriate definition of a join of spheres embedded in an Euclidean space we can make an identification S(V ) = S(U) * S(U ⊥ ) (as sets). On S(U) there is the pair (T, f ), on S(U ⊥ ) we have the pair (T a , id), where T a is the antipodal involution with id as an equivariant map. Both of these extend to the join, the resulting involution being free and the join of maps f * id being an equivariant map.
Case k > 0. By the previous discussion we have
However we cannot extend (T, f ) by the same argument as before since both T and f might not be maps over ∆ k . Observe instead the following expression:
where C y S(U) is the cone on S(U) with a cone point y ∈ S(U ⊥ ). Note that in the previous case when k = 0 we could express the extension of T and f in two steps: first extend canonically to each cone (this produces an involution which is not free), then compose with the antipodal involution on S(U ⊥ ). This produces the same free involution described before.
For k > 0 we have
and we use the same approach. First we extend (T, f ) to C y (S(U))×∆ k for each y ∈ S(U ⊥ ); note that the extended involution will not be free. We proceed inductively. We extend (T, f ) to C y (S(U))×(∆ k ) 0 using the canonical extension to a cone. Now assume the existence of the extension to C y (S(U))×∂∆ k . Observe the following simple fact. The product C y S(U) × ∆ k can be expressed as the cone on its boundary
By induction hypothesis (T, f ) are extended to the boundary and we use the canonical extension to a cone again to extend (T, f ) to the whole product. The fixed point set of the extended involution is the set of cone points {y}×∆ k . Secondly, compose with the antipodal involution on S(U ⊥ ) which produces a free involution T ′ on the product S(V )×∆ k . It is clear that the maps F (ξ) k are compatible w.r.t. the face operators and that the map F (ξ) is a map of pointed ∆-sets. Functoriality of the construction follows from the associativity of the join construction and from the fact that the join of two antipodal involutions is again the antipodal involution.
Before discussing the continuity of the functor F we observe another advantage of the model S s,2 (RP (V )). Namely, the set of k-simplices of the ∆-groupoid S s,2 gr (RP (V )) can be endowed with a topology -the subspace topology of the product topology of the compact-open topology on the space of self-maps on S(V )×∆ k . Then we obtain a topology on the associated ∆-set S s,2 (RP (V )) and thus it becomes a ∆-space. If necessary we can take the geometric realization and obtain a pointed topological space, with obvious base point. Before we use it we need the following lemma.
Lemma 4. The geometric realization of S s,2 (RP (V )) as a ∆-space is homotopy equivalent to the geometric realization of the same object as a ∆-set.
Proof. To see this we resolve the ∆-space version of S s,2 (RP (V )) by taking the singular simplicial set of the space of k-simplices for each k ∈ N. We obtain a combined simplicial-∆-set, which has its geometric realization homotopy equivalent to the geometric realization of the ∆-space. We can 'change the order' of realization and realize first spaces maps(∆ k , S s,2 (RP (V ))) for each k ∈ N as ∆-sets and then realize the resulting simplicial set. The lemma will be proved if we show that all degeneracy and face maps between maps(∆ k , S s,2 (RP (V ))) and maps(∆ k+1 , S s,2 (RP (V ))) induce homotopy equivalences. This can be verified using the Kan property of S s,2 (RP (V )).
Now we show that the functor F is a continuous functor (see Definition 12 in Appendix for the definition of a continuous functor). Firstly, note that in a similar way as in Definition 12 one can define a continuous functor from J to topological ∆-groupoids or to ∆-spaces. It is easy to see that given a continuous functor from E : J → top−∆−groupoids * , composing with the functor E → E ♯ and taking the geometric realization |E ♯ | we obtain a continuous functor to Spaces * .
Theorem 2. The functor F : J → Spaces * is a continuous functor.
Proof. In view of the previous remarks it is enough to show that the functor F : V → S s,2 gr (RP (V )) is continuous. That means we need to show that the evaluation map
Firstly, if dim(U) = dim(V ) then on each factor the evaluation map is given by the conjugation, e.g. on f :
, which clearly gives continuity.
For the case when dim(U) < dim(V ) we work locally and reduce to the above case as follows. Choose ξ : U → V . We prove that the evaluation map is continuous on some neighborhood U ξ of ξ. There is a map mor(V, V ) → mor(U, V ) given by ζ → ζ•ξ, which is a bundle map. Therefore there is a neighborhood U ξ ⊂ mor(U, V ) of ξ over which we have a section s of this bundle. Then the evaluation map (ev U,V ) k can be factored as
The first map is continuous because by assumption both of its factors are and the second one is the previous case.
4. The First Derivative Functor F (1) In this section we begin the study of the functor F defined in section 3 using the techniques of orthogonal calculus. We start by studying the first derivative F
(1) of the functor F . More precisely the aim of this section is to identify the homotopy type of the values F (1) (V ). The result is described in Proposition 2. In this section we use the original model for the block structure space of a manifold described in Construction 3.
In the theory of orthogonal calculus an important role is played by the map induced by the linear inclusion ι V : V → V ⊕R. In case of the functor F , following terminology of Wall [17, chapter 14A], we call the induced map the suspension, and denote it by Σ :
It is a special case of the join construction of Theorem 1 and should not be confused with the unreduced suspension of a topological space.
By definition (see Appendix) we have
k+1 , both respect faces and the conditions on faces of y translate into:
is the identity and ∂ k+1 f :
. It follows from the s-cobordism theorem that N can be identified with RP (V ⊕R)×∆ k+1 . We will now show that if n = dim(V ) ≥ 6, the space F (1) (V ) is homotopy equivalent to the space LN n (φ V ) which is a space whose homotopy groups are certain surgery obstruction groups LN n+ * (φ V ). These LN-groups are a special case of LS-groups which are obstruction groups for splitting simple homotopy equivalences along submanifolds. In section 4.1 we briefly discuss the LS-groups, in section 4.2 we show the homotopy equivalence F (1) (V ) ≃ LN n (φ V ) and in section 4.3 we summarize a calculation of the LN-groups which we will need later in section 5.
We adopt the convention that an embedding of topological manifolds will always mean locally flat embedding. This condition is fulfilled in all examples that we mention.
LS-theory.
The LS-groups are obstruction groups for splitting simple homotopy equivalences along submanifolds. From the homotopy-theoretic point of view an embedding of a submanifold is a special case of a more general concept, namely of a Poincaré embedding. Here we briefly summarize the general theory of splitting simple homotopy equivalences along Poincaré embeddings. The whole theory is described in [17, chapter 11] .
• a (q − 1)-spherical fibration ξ, with projection p :
is the mapping cylinder of p and • a simple homotopy equivalence h :
Example 1. [17, Theorem 11.2] An embedding of manifolds M ֒→ X induces a Poincaré embedding (ξ, (C, E), h) of the underlying Poincaré complexes as follows. There is a regular neighborhood, say N, of M in X which determines a normal block bundle over M. By deleting the zero section we obtain the spherical fibration ξ. Let C be the closure of the complement of N in X. There is an obvious simple homotopy equivalence h :
Definition 6. Let (ξ, (C, E), h) be a Poincaré embedding of M in X such that X is a manifold and let ξ have a block bundle reduction. The simple homotopy equivalence h : X → M(p) ∪ C is said to be split along M w.r.t. a given bundle reduction of ξ if h is transverse to M and the following restrictions are simple homotopy equivalences:
Note that if the Poincaré embedding (ξ, (C, E), h) is induced by the embedding of manifolds M ֒→ X then the simple homotopy equivalence h is split along M. Definition 7. Let (ξ, (C, E), h) be a Poincaré embedding of M in X with a bundle reduction of ξ such that X is a manifold. We will refer to a simple homotopy equivalence h : X → M(p) ∪ C as a splitting problem.
Given a splitting problem as in the previous definition the task is to change h by a homotopy to a simple homotopy equivalence which is split along M.
Consider now the following slightly different situation. Suppose given an embedding of manifolds M ֒→ X and a simple homotopy equivalence f : Y → X from a manifold Y of the same dimension as X. The map f is said to be split along M if it is transverse to M and if the following restrictions are simple homotopy equivalences:
where C is the closure of the complement of some regular neighborhood of M in X. Again, given a simple homotopy equivalence f : Y → X we can consider it as a splitting problem over X and we can ask whether it can be changed by a homotopy to a simple homotopy equivalence which is split along M.
As noted before the embedding M ֒→ X induces a Poincaré embedding, say (ξ, (C, E), h), such that h is split along M. Composing f with h we obtain a new Poincaré embedding with the ambient space Y which can also be seen as a splitting problem in the sense of Definition 7. Conversely starting with a splitting problem Y → M(p) ∪ C and composing it with a split homotopy inverse of h we obtain a splitting problem over X. This gives a one-to-one correspondence between the two versions of splitting problems. It follows that the obstruction theories for solving these splitting problems coincide.
Remark 5. In literature the notion of splitting has several meanings. For example, a simple homotopy equivalence h : X → M(p) ∪ C is sometimes said to be split along M if only the first condition of Definition 6 is satisfied. See for example remarks by editor at the beginning of section 11 of [17] . However, in this paper the meaning of split is strictly that of Definition 6.
The main result in the theory of splitting simple homotopy equivalences along submanifolds in codimension q ≥ 3 is the following theorem: 
Proof. See [17, Theorem 11.3] . In case q = 1, 2 the obstruction theory is different. Firstly, the (q−1)-spherical fibration ξ has automatically a vector bundle reduction. Then given a splitting problem h : X → M(p)∪C over a Poincaré embedding (ξ, (C, E), h) of M n into X n+q there are obstruction groups, denoted by LS n (Φ), to change h by a homotopy to a simple homotopy equivalence split along M. Here Φ is the following diagram of fundamental groupoids:
The groups LS n (Φ) depend only on Φ, dimension n, codimension q and the orientation characters of M and X. The general theory is described in [17, chapter 11] . It is built in analogy with the general theory of L-groups as presented in chapter 9 of the same book. In particular LSgroups can be constructed as cobordism groups of splitting problems of certain form. There also exists a corresponding realization theorem, Theorem 11.7. As regards calculation, the LS-groups are shown to fit into an exact sequence with certain ordinary L-groups: Theorem 11.6. In codimension 1 there are three cases that are treated separately in chapter 12. For us, chapter 12C is of interest, namely the codimension 1 one-sided case with the restriction that the map M → X induces an isomorphism on fundamental groups. Then the diagram of fundamental groupoids Φ is of the form π
/ / π and the group LS n (Φ) is denoted by LN n (φ) where φ : π ′ → π is the vertical homomorphism from the diagram above. In codimension 1 one-sided case we have that φ is an inclusion of an index 2 subgroup π ′ in π. The LN-groups in this case are shown to be isomorphic to certain L-groups of a ring with an anti-structure. In section 4.3 we describe the isomorphism in a very special case which we will need.
Returning to the general case and following [17, chapter 17A] , one can construct the space LS n (Φ) with the homotopy groups π k (LS n (Φ)) ∼ = LS n+k (Φ). We introduce the following slightly different model.
Construction 5. Let M
n−1 ֒→ X n+q−1 be an embedding of manifolds which induces the diagram of fundamental groupoids Φ. A k-simplex of the space LS n (Φ) is a simple homotopy equivalence f : X ×∆ k+1 → X ×∆ k+1 which respects faces, such that ∂ α f : X → X is the identity for α : 0 → k+1, α(0) = k + 1 and
Face operators are defined as usual.
Proof. Immediate using the realization theorem [17, Theorem 11.7] for LS-groups.
Remark 6. We will use Proposition 5 as a definition of LS-groups.
That means the LS-groups are groups of homotopy classes of splitting problems which represent certain simplices of the LS-space. In the LN-case we denote the corresponding space by LN n (φ).
A Homotopy Equivalence
Here we leave the general theory and come back to the study of F (1) .
Construction 6. The embedding RP (V ) ֒→ RP (V ⊕ R) induces an isomorphism of fundamental groups. Thus we are in the LN-situation and the corresponding homomorphism is φ V : 1 → Z 2 where the subscript in φ V stands for the fact that the orientation characters depend on the dimension of V . Applying Construction 5 to this situation we see that a k-simplex of the space LN n (φ V ), where n = dim(V ) is a simple homotopy equivalence f :
Now we are ready to prove that
Compare first the descriptions of k-simplices of both spaces. The only difference is the condition that the (k + 1)-st face in one case has to be a simple homotopy equivalence respecting faces which is a suspension and in the other case it has to be split. The main point of the proof is that roughly speaking 'up to homotopy' manifold structures on RP (V ⊕R) which are split along RP (V ) are suspensions of manifold structures on RP (V ).
As a first step we observe that LN n (φ V ) can also be seen as a homotopy fiber of some map. This is true for general LS n (Φ) but we prefer to write down just the special case. We need to introduce the spaces involved. Let S s (Φ V⊕R ) be the space with a k-simplex a simple homotopy equivalence f : N → RP (V ⊕R)×∆ k , from a manifold (k + 2)-ad N, which respects faces and is split along RP (V ) × ∆ k . This space maps into the block structure space S s (RP (V ⊕R)) by the inclusion. It is immediate that the homotopy fiber of that inclusion is LN n (φ V ).
We show that the suspension Σ :
) and furthermore that the map Σ :
k . Also let ν be the product of RP (V ⊕R) punctured away from RP (V ) with ∆ k , and denote the point of puncture * . It is clear that ν can be seen as a regular neighborhood of
Proof. We sketch the proof. First note that there is a map in the direction opposite to Σ, namely the 'forgetful' map. This map is a Kan fibration and is onto on π 0 . The fiber over the base point id : RP (V ) → RP (V ) is the block structure space S s ∂ (D n , S n−1 ) which is contractible. The map Σ is a section of this fibration and thus we obtain that it is a homotopy equivalence.
Finally we obtain the diagram:
where the rows are homotopy fibration sequences and the middle vertical arrow is a homotopy equivalence. By 5-lemma we obtain that the induced inclusion on the left is also a homotopy equivalence which is what we wanted.
Proposition 2. Let n = dim(V ). Then we have
If n ≥ 6 we also have that
Proof. The last statement is a special case of the calculation of LNgroups. They are shown to be isomorphic to certain L-groups of a ring with anti-structure, see [15] , [17] . In codimension 1 one-sided case we have that φ : π ′ → π is an inclusion of an index 2 subgroup and in an even more special case that an element t ∈ π π ′ is central the result of the calculation is Corollary 12.9.1 of [17] :
In our case π ′ = 1 and the homomorphism used is φ V : 1 → Z ± 2 , where the orientation character of the ambient space is given by (−1) n .
An Isomorphism between
In order to be able to use Proposition 2 we need a good understanding of the isomorphism LN n+k (φ V ) ∼ = L n+k+ε (1). It can be described as follows. Given a splitting problem f over RP (V ⊕R) × ∆ k+1 representing an element in LN n+k (φ V ) associate to it the obstruction θ(f ) ∈ L n+k+ε (1) to make it split along RP (V ) × ∆ k+1 . The isomorphism was achieved by Wall in [17, chapter 12C] generalizing earlier work by Browder and Livesay [2] and López de Medrano [7] . We cannot use his description directly because he imposes some restrictions on the ambient manifold used to define the LN-groups. In order to overcome this difficulty we will have to use also a certain trick which uses the π − π theorem.
Remark 7. In the obvious way, using [17, chapter 17A] , one can define obstruction spaces for all of these groups. However, Wall's identification does not give a homotopy equivalence between the spaces involved essentially because it uses a cobordism-type definition of LN-groups and the algebraic definition of L-groups. We remark that there is a homotopy equivalence of the algebraic versions of the obstruction spaces involved (see [4] , [13, Proposition 7.6.4 
.]).
The isomorphism θ will be the following composition of three isomorphisms
We will explain the terms in the sequence in the course of this section. The first isomorphism is obtained by a trick which enables us to use Wall's calculation. The composition of the latter two isomorphisms is the calculation of Wall presented in [17, chapter 12C] .
Isomorphism A. Consider the embedding of manifolds
is the punctured RP (V ⊕R). We define RP
• (V ⊕R) as follows. Let * ∈ RP (V ⊕R) be the point corresponding to the vector subspace R ⊂ V ⊕R and let D n , where n = dim(V ), be a little disk around * . Define RP
• (V ⊕ R) induces the same homomorphism φ V : 1 → Z 2 as the embedding in Construction 6. By Construction 5 there is a space which we denote by LN 1 n (φ V ) whose k-simplices are splitting problems over RP
with appropriate conditions on ∂∆ k+1 . By functoriality of LN-groups we know that homotopy groups of spaces LN n (φ V ) and LN 
The isomorphism A is an inverse of the homomorphism induced by 'gluing-in'. It can be found by a trick which uses the π − π theorem. We need the following lemma.
be a simple homotopy equivalence which is split over RP (V ⊕R) × ∂∆ k+1 . If dim(V ) ≥ 3 then f can be changed by a homotopy rel RP (V⊕R)×∂∆ k+1 to a simple homotopy equivalence such that the restriction f | :
We can make f transverse to D × ∆ k+1 and consider a surgery problem rel ∂∆ k+1 given by the degree one normal map
) and P . To prove the lemma we now apply the 'top hat trick' which is also used to prove Browder's splitting theorem. We attach Q to the product 
Proof of Proposition 3. Start with a splitting problem f over RP (V ⊕ R) × ∆ k+1 rel ∂∆ k+1 which represents an element in π k (LN n (φ V )). Change it by a homotopy using previous lemma. By s-cobordism theorem the complement of
. This gives the required inverse of the 'gluing-in' homomorphism.
Isomorphism B. This is the first step in Wall's calculation. We describe it for general φ. It is the identification of LN-groups in codimension 1 one-sided case with the obstruction groups for finding a codimension 1 spine of a manifold with boundary.
Definition 8. Let (X, ∂X) be an (n + q)-dimensional manifold with boundary. An n-dimensional submanifold M of X is called a codimension q spine if the inclusion M ֒→ X is a simple homotopy equivalence.
We start by describing the ambient space. In the remainder of this section let (X, ∂X) always be an (n + 1)-dimensional manifold with boundary such that X itself is an n-dimensional Poinacaré duality space, the fundamental group π 1 (X) = π has an index 2 subgroup π ′ and the fundamental group π 1 (∂X) = π ′ .
Example 2. Such a manifold with boundary can arise for example as follows. Let M be an n-dimensional closed manifold with fundamental group π 1 (M) = π and let M be a nontrivial double cover corresponding to an index 2 subgroup π ′ ⊂ π. Then the mapping cylinder of the covering projection is a line bundle over M and it is a manifold with boundary satisfying properties listed above. Note that in this case M is a spine of the mapping cylinder. Let X be the double cover of X corresponding to the subgroup π ′ ⊂ π with covering projection p : X → X. A surgery theoretic problem of finding a codimension 1 spine of X can be formulated as an embedding of a codimension 1 submanifold N ֒→ X which realizes the fundamental class [X] ∈ H n (X, Z w ). Furthermore we require that the spherical fibration S(ν) of the normal bundle ν of N in X is isomorphic to the restriction of p to N and that the restriction of p to X N is a trivial double cover. The task is to change the embedding N ֒→ X to a simple homotopy equivalence by an ambient surgery on N inside X. This is a surgery on the degree one normal map N ֒→ X such that the trace of the surgery is embedded in X × ∆ 1 . For a more detailed definition see [15, section 7.5] . Such a problem cannot always be solved. There are obstruction groups, which we denote by LN 2 n (φ) where φ : π ′ → π. We note that as ordinary surgery on a manifold generates equivalence relation of cobordism between manifolds, ambient surgery on a manifold inside another manifold generates equivalence relation of ambient cobordism. An ambient cobordism between M ֒→ X and M ′ ֒→ X is a cobordism N between M and M ′ which is embedded into X × ∆ 1 . Similarly as L-groups the LN 2 -groups can be defined as cobordism groups of problems of finding a codimension 1 spine of X of certain form mapping into a reference object. Here X is a manifold triad (X, ∂ 0 X, ∂ 1 X) such that the pair (X, ∂ 0 X) satisfies conditions imposed on X earlier. Using the corresponding realization theorem as in Proposition 5 we can define the space LN 2 n (φ) and the corresponding LNgroups as homotopy groups of this space (we omit the details).
Let M n−1 0 ֒→ X be a codimension 1 spine of X. This embedding induces Poincaré embedding of the LN-type with corresponding homomorphism φ : π ′ → π. By Proposition 5 the groups LN n+k (φ) are defined as π k (LN n (φ)) where a k-simplex of the space LN n (φ) is a splitting problem f :
Construction 7. The homomorphism B : LN n+k (φ) → LN 2 n+k (φ) can be described as induced by the map of corresponding spaces LN n (φ) → LN 2 n (φ) defined as follows. Let f be a splitting problem over X × ∆ k+1 representing a k-simplex of LN n (φ). Assign to f the following problem i of finding a codimension 1 spine of X × ∆ k+1 . The problem i is an embedding N ֒→ X × ∆ k+1 of the manifold (k + 2)-ad
where M 1 is another spine of X.
Proposition 4. The homomorphism B defined in Construction 7 induces an isomorphism
Proof. Ranicki describes in [15, section 7.5] the inverse of the homomorphism B. We sketch the argument.
The manifold X described above also generates a Poincaré embedding defined as follows. Let p : X → X be the covering projection where X is the double cover of X corresponding to π ′ ⊆ π. The ambient space will be the mapping cylinder M(p), with X embedded as the zero section, the spherical fibration is X and the complement is also X. Given a problem N ֒→ X of finding a codimension 1 spine, one can construct a splitting problem h : X ≃ − → M(p) with h −1 (X) = N as follows. Denote W := M(p) and note that it can be seen as a 1-dimensional vector bundle over X. Let W be the pullback of W along p : X → X. The lift N ֒→ X is a separating submanifold of X and hence one can define a section h : X → W such that h −1 ( X) = N . This can be done equivariantly so that the quotient map h is such that h −1 (X) = N. This construction generalizes to the case of manifold (k +2)-ads, that means one can associate to a problem of finding a codimension 1 spine of X × ∆ k+1 a splitting problem over M(p) × ∆ k+1 . Note that in case that manifold X has a spine, say M 0 ֒→ X then the associated splitting problem, say g, will be a split homotopy equivalence. Composing the map h with a split homotopy inverse of g yields a splitting problem over X whose restriction to ∂X is a homeomorphism.
Isomorphism C. Now we describe the rest of the calculation of Wall, that means an isomorphism from the groups LN 2 n+k (φ V ) defined as π k (LN 2 n (φ V )) to the groups L n+k+ε (1) defined algebraically. In fact we confine ourselves to the description of the map C from LN 2 n+k (φ V ) to L n+k+ε (1). We refer the reader for the details and for the proof that C is an isomorphism to [17, chapter 12C] . We only provide the description in the case when n + k is even; in the odd-dimensional case the L-groups involved are trivial.
Construction 8. Let x ∈ LN
2 n+k (φ V ) be represented by the embedding of the manifold (k + 2)-ad N into RP
• (V ⊕R) × ∆ k+1 . Denote the inclusion by i and note that it is a degree one normal map. Now we identify the obstruction C(x) to make i into a simple homotopy equivalence by an ambient surgery on N inside RP
• (V ⊕R) × ∆ k+1 . Let 2l = n+ k and make i into an l-connected map by an ambient surgery. The ordinary surgery obstruction associated to i is a sim-
N). Let us instead look at the double covers and try to change
by an equivariant ambient surgery. Here S •• (V ⊕R) denotes the non-trivial double cover of RP
• (V ⊕ R). The ordinary surgery obstruction associated to i is a simple (−1) l -hermitian form (H, λ ′ , µ ′ ) over Z. This form is hyperbolic. More to the point, N is a separating submanifold and we have the decomposition
The involution T switches H + and H − which are both lagrangians of (H, λ ′ , µ ′ ). Denote by λ 0 (x, y) = λ ′ (x, ty), µ 0 (x) = tµ(x), where t is the nontrivial element of Z 2 . Then (H + , λ 0 , µ 0 ) is a simple (−1) l+n+1 -hermitian form over Z and represents the desired obstruction C(x) in L n+k+ε (1).
Construction 9.
We also need the converse of C. Let (H + , λ 0 , µ 0 ) be a simple (−1) l+n+1 -hermitian form over Z representing an element in L n+k+ε (1). We describe the embedding i : N ֒→ RP
• (V ⊕R) × ∆ k+1 of manifold (k + 2)-ads which maps by C to (H + , λ 0 , µ 0 ). Let H + be a free Z-module on generators {e i } i∈m and let λ 0 (e i , e j ) = a ij , µ 0 (e i ) = b i . Let t be the non-identity element in Z 2 . Now Wall constructs two simple (−1) l -hermitian forms. First a form (H, λ, µ) over Z[Z 2 ] given as follows: H is a free Z[Z 2 ]-module on the same generators {e i } i∈m , λ(e i , e j ) = ta ij , µ(e i ) = tb i . Secondly a form (H, λ ′ , µ ′ ) over Z which corresponds to the double covers situation. Here H is considered as the free Z-module on the generators {e i , te i } i∈m , λ ′ (e i , e j ) = 0, λ ′ (te i , te j ) = 0, λ ′ (e i , te j ) = a ij , and µ ′ (e i ) = 0. Wall then constructs an embedding of manifolds i : N ֒→ RP
• (V ⊕ R)×∆ k+1 from a manifold (k+2)-ad N, with some conditions on ∂∆ k+1 which we omit, such that the map i is l-connected, with π l+1 (i) = H and (H, λ, µ) is the ordinary surgery obstruction for i. It is constructed as a quotient of the equivariant embedding i : N ֒→ S •• (V ⊕R) × ∆ k+1 , with the ordinary surgery obstruction (H, λ ′ , µ ′ ). The Z-module H splits as H + ⊕ tH + and the involution T switches H + and tH + .
As usual elements e i , te i are represented by the spheres S i , T S i immersed into N . In fact, they can be embedded because µ ′ (e i ) = 0. Moreover, the construction of the embedding i in [17, Lemma 12.10], enables us to assume that there are also disks
5. The First Derivative Spectrum ΘF (1) In this section we prove the main result of this paper. It says that the 6-fold delooping of the first derivative spectrum ΘF (1) of the functor F defined in section 3 is an Ω-spectrum. Applications of this result are discussed in the introduction, here we concentrate on the proof.
The first derivative spectrum of a continuous functor E : J → Spaces * is defined in the Appendix. The definition of delooping follows.
Definition 9. ([18, 10.9.2]) Let E be a spectrum. The delooping Ω −1 E of E is defined by reindexing and forgetting E 0 : (
Theorem 4. The 6-fold delooping Ω −6 ΘF (1) of the first derivative spectrum ΘF (1) of the functor F is an Ω-spectrum. That means that if dim(V ) ≥ 6 the adjointsσ V of the structure maps
are homotopy equivalences.
Here is an outline of the proof. The idea is to show that the mapsσ V are homotopy equivalences by showing that they induce isomorphisms on the homotopy groups. The proof is organized in steps. In Step 1 we use Proposition 2 to observe that the homotopy groups of F (1) (V ) and ΩF (1) (V ⊕R) are abstractly isomorphic. In Step 2 we give an explicit description of the mapsσ V using the theory of orthogonal calculus described in the Appendix. In order to identify a certain manifold we also use a modification of the construction of a blow-up of a manifold along a submanifold, which is described in section 6. Finally in Step 3 we show the isomorphism using the description of the isomorphism θ from section 4. The strategy is to take a k-simplex f in F (1) (V ) which represents a given element, say x, in the L-group isomorphic to π k (F (1) (V ) ). This means that the splitting obstruction θ(f ) = x. Using the description ofσ V (f ) from Step 2 and the description of θ we show that the associated obstruction to the splitting problem represented by the (k + 1)-simplexσ V (f ) is the same x = θ(f ).
The technical details of some of the claims in the proof are rather complicated. Therefore we present the proofs of some of them elsewhere, mainly in section 6.
We should also mention that in this section we use the double cover model for the functor F described in Construction 4. Although we did not describe the corresponding model for F
(1) (V ) explicitly, it is fairly clear that a k-simplex in this model will be an equivariant splitting problem over S(V ⊕R)×∆ k+1 .
Proof of Theorem 4. We will show that if dim(V ) ≥ 6 the mapsσ V induce isomorphisms on homotopy groups:
Step 1 Let n = dim(V ). If n ≥ 6 then we have
Case 1. If (n + k) is odd, then (σ V ) * is a homomorphism between trivial groups and thus is an isomorphism.
Case 2. If (n + k) is even we have two possibilities:
when n is even, and
Because L-groups are 4-periodic, (σ V ) * are homomorphisms between isomorphic groups. We will show that they are indeed isomorphisms.
Step 2 Now we describe the mapsσ V . In the Appendix we describe the adjointsσ of the structure maps in the first derivative spectrum ΘE
(1) of a given continuous functor E : J → Spaces * . Here we have to modify the construction for a continuous functor F : J → ∆−spaces * so that it commutes with the geometric realization. It can be described for example as follows.
Let f : S(V ⊕R)×∆ k+1 → S(V ⊕R)×∆ k+1 be a k-simplex of F (1) (V ), that means it is an equivariant simple homotopy equivalence w.r.t. the antipodal involution on the target S(V ⊕ R) × ∆ k+1 , respects faces, is transverse to S(V ) × ∆ k+1 , ∂ α f is the identity for α : 0 → k+1, 
The mapσ V (f ) can now be described by formula (4) which translates to this situation as follows. First apply F (ι V⊕R ), that means the suspension Σ to f , which in this case results in the unreduced suspension of the map f and it is an equivariant map w.r.t. the appropriate involutions. Then take the product with I and apply the path of morphisms ρ. The result is the following composition:
where ρ −1 stands for the path ρ reversed. The map (S( ρ −1 ), id) is the inverse of the homeomorphism (S( ρ), id), see Remark 10 for notation. A precomposition with a homeomorphism does not change the splitting obstruction so we leave out the left hand column in the sequel.
Transversality ofσ V (f ). We need to be able to identify the splitting obstruction ofσ V (f ). One might expect that we have to changeσ V (f ) to make it transverse to j :
Amazingly, it already is transverse! However, the proof of this claim is rather technical and therefore is given separately as Proposition 5. There we prove an equivalent statement that Σf × id is transverse to π := (S( ρ −1 ), id) • j. Here we use the results of section 6 to identify the inverse image N ′ :=σ V (f ) −1 (j). Blow-up. In section 6 we introduce the construction of a blowup of a manifold M n along a submanifold A n−2 relative to another (separating) submanifold B n−1 which contains A as a submanifold. The first observation is that, as explained in Example 6, the source of the map π is a blow-up of
Moreover, it is embedded into the product of the ambient manifold S(V ⊕R 2 ) × ∆ k+1 with I, the embedding is π and the composition π = pr 1 • π, where pr 1 is the projection on the first factor, is the blow-up projection.
The manifold N ′ . We can think of N ′ as a pullback of π along Σf × id or, because π is a map over I, as a pullback of π along Σf . Since Σf is transverse to both S(V ) × ∆ k+1 and S(V ⊕ R) × ∆ k+1 it follows from the induced blow-up property that N ′ is a blow-up of
u u j j j j j j j j j j j j j j j
Step 3 Finally we show that (σ V ) * is an isomorphism for n + k = 2l. We take a simple (−1) l+n -hermitian form (H + , λ 0 , µ 0 ) over Z representing an element in the group L n+k+ε (1) ∼ = π k (F (1) (V )) and a representative equivariant splitting problem f over S(V ⊕ R) × ∆ k+1 as described in Construction 9. We show that the associated obstruction to the splitting problemσ V (f ) is represented by the same simple (−1) l+n -hermitian form (H + , λ 0 , µ 0 ). Note thatσ V (f ) is already in the 'punctured' form, that means we do not have to use Lemma 7 to changeσ V (f ). The Construction 8 tells us that the obstruction should be read off the embeddingσ V (i) :
The first observation here is that N ′ is homotopy equivalent to the unreduced suspension of N . This follows from the homotopy theoretic description of the modified blow-up construction in Example 5. According to that N ′ is a union of two contractible spaces along N × I. Now we claim more. Denote by τ the projection S(V ⊕R 2 ) × ∆ k+1 × I → I. We claim that the restriction τ | N ′ is transverse to s ∈ I for all s = 0. The proof of this fact uses constructions of section 6 and is therefore given separately as Lemma 8. The claim implies that
Moreover, from the construction of the mapσ V it follows that the mapσ V (i) when restricted to τ −1 (0) ∩ N ′ is the unreduced suspension map Σ(i). In particular we have that τ
where all maps are embeddings. From the diagram above it follows thatσ V (i) is (l + 1)-connected, and also that π l+2 (σ V (i)) ∼ = π l+1 (i) ∼ = H and that the corresponding splitting of H is the same H + ⊕ H − as before. It only remains to find the immersed spheres representing the generators of H and to show that their intersection numbers are preserved. to embedded spheres in general position given by the two formulas S
. It is clear that the associated intersection forms are λ ′ , µ ′ , since the only intersections are the intersections in N . The situation is depicted in Figure 1 on page 26. The thicker parts correspond to the spheres S Figure 1 . Intersections of the generators of (H, λ, µ) in N ′ .
This completes the proof.
Blow-up
In section 5 we used a modification of the construction of a blowup of a manifold along a submanifold in the category of topological manifolds. Here we recall the classical construction along the lines of [1, pages 127-128] (see also [5, pages80-84] ). We give the idea, describe the construction and list some fundamental properties we use. Then we restate everything for the modified case. In this section we only consider submanifolds in the category of topological manifolds which have normal vector bundles. Note that submanifolds of codimension 1 and 2 automatically have normal vector bundles. In the second part of this section we prove the two transversality statements that we need in the proof of Theorem 4.
Classical blow-up. In the classical construction of a blow-up, given an embedding of manifolds A n−d ֒→ M n and a normal bundle ν of this embedding, one assigns to it a new manifold M ν , called the blow-up of M along A w.r.t. ν, which projects to M. Roughly speaking M ν is obtained from M by replacing the codimension d submanifold A by the projective bundle P 1 (ν) of ν which becomes a codimension 1 submanifold in M ν . We describe the construction in three cases in increasing generality.
Case {0} ֒→ R d . Over the projective space
of the canonical inclusion and the projection on the second coordinate. The map π has the following two properties:
{0} is a homeomorphism, and ((ii)) π −1 (0) = P 1 (R d ), the zero section of the canonical line bundle.
Remark 8. Note two important special cases: when d = 2, we obtain an open Möbius strip Γ 1 (R 2 ) mapping into a circle P 1 (R 2 ) and when d = 1, the manifold P 1 (R) is just a point and Γ 1 (R) is R itself.
. This is the parameterized version of the previous case. Consider an (n − d)-dimensional manifold A embedded into a d-dimensional vector bundle ν over A as the zero section. There is the associated projective bundle P 1 (ν) over A of lines in the fibers of ν with the canonical line bundle Γ 1 (ν) over it. The projection π is defined as the composition Γ 1 (ν) ֒→ P 1 (ν) × A ν → ν. It satisfies the properties analogous to those listed in the previous case:
{A} is a homeomorphism, and ((ii)) (π) −1 (A) = P 1 (ν), the zero section of the canonical line bundle.
For the general case we consider a codimension d submanifold A embedded into an n-dimensional manifold M with normal bundle ν. We use the homeomorphism π × :
which comes with an obvious projection π ν to M satisfying:
{A} is a homeomorphism, and ((ii)) (π ν ) −1 (A) = P 1 (ν), the zero section of the canonical line bundle.
Definition 10. The manifold M ν together with the projection
It has the following properties:
• Induced blow-up. Let f : N → M be a map transverse to A w.r.t. the normal bundle ν of A in M. Then the pullback f * M ν together with the projection f * π ν is the blow-up of N along f −1 (A) w.r.t. f * ν.
• Homotopy theoretic description. There is another description of the manifold M ν which is sometimes convenient. The manifold M ν is homeomorphic to the manifold obtained from M ν by taking the quotient w.r.t the antipodal action on the fibers of the sphere bundle S(ν) which is the boundary of M ν.
Modified blow-up. In the more general situation of embeddings A ֒→ B ֒→ M, with normal bundles ν = ν M A , µ = µ B A and a bundle monomorphism (a morphism which is a linear injection in each fiber) µ → ν we obtain an inclusion of blow-ups B µ ֒→ M ν . In the case when A ֒→ B is a codimension 1 embedding we have B ∼ = B µ ֒→ M ν . If B ֒→ M is a codimension 1 embedding then B ֒→ M ν is also a codimension 1 embedding. We replace B by its double cover (specified later) to obtain a manifold M ν,µ with boundary and with a projection π ν,µ to M. The inverse image of A will become a bundle over A with fibers half-circles (i.e. intervals) over points in A. Finally in the case when B is a separating submanifold of M we obtain an interesting description of the homotopy type of M ν,µ .
Construction. Fix the embeddings A ֒→ B ֒→ M, with normal bundles ν = ν 
Now we want to replace B by its double cover. In general this can be done as follows. Let X ֒→ Y be an embedding of manifolds with normal bundle ξ. Let X ξ denote the orientation bundle of ξ. It is a double cover of X, the point in the fiber over x ∈ X is an orientation of ξ at the point x. In the case of a codimension 1 embedding, ξ is a 1-dimensional vector bundle, and an orientation of ξ at x can be described as a choice of a half-line in the fiber ξ x . Thus there is a canonical way of putting a topology on the disjoint union Y ′ = (Y X) ∪ X ξ to make it a manifold with boundary ∂Y ′ = X ξ . Applying this construction to the embedding B ֒→ M ν with normal bundle η we obtain a manifold M ν,µ with boundary ∂M ν,µ = B η . Composing the obvious projection with π ν we obtain the projection π ν,µ : M ν,µ → M which satisfies:
A is a double cover, and ((iii)) to identify (π ν,µ ) −1 (A) we have to look at what happens with P 1 (ν) while doubling B. Note that B ∩ P 1 (ν) = P 1 (µ) ∼ = A is a section of P 1 (ν) which is a codimension 1 embedding. Doubling it gives a half-circle (interval) bundle over A, which we denote by P 1 (ν) µ . It has the following property:
• Induced blow-up. Let f : N → M be a map transverse to A w.r.t. ν, to B w.r.t. τ and let the restriction f | f −1 (B) : f −1 (B) → B be transverse to A w.r.t. µ. Then the pullback f * M ν,µ together with the projection f * π ν,µ :
This can be proved in a few steps mainly using the classical case. In addition to it one has to observe that the induced map f 
where all vertical arrows are homotopy equivalences and all horizontal maps are cofibrations. Thus we obtain that the pushout of the top row M ν,µ = M Remark 9. The previous example arises in the proof of Theorem 4. There we use the parametrized version where all spaces are replaced by their products with ∆ k+1 .
Application and transversality. Usually neither of the two versions of the blow-up is naturally embedded in another manifold. However, in the case of Example 6, the blow-up S(V ⊕R)×I is embedded as a codimension 1 submanifold in the product of the ambient manifold with the interval S(V ⊕ R 2 ) × I. For that special case we show the following transversality statement.
Proposition 5. Let f : S(V ⊕R) → S(V ⊕R) be a map transverse to S(V ), with N = f −1 (S(V )). Let π : S(V ⊕R) × I ֒→ S(V ⊕R 2 ) × I be the embedding of the modified blow-up described in Example 6. Then the map
Proof. The proof of the last statement is shown in Step 2 of the proof of Theorem 4. We will use it to show the first claim.
We use an easier notion of transversality which is good enough for our purposes. It goes as follows. Let Y ֒→ X be a codimension 1 embedding. Suppose that there exist an open neighborhood E of Y in X and a submersion g : E → R such that g −1 (0) = Y . (This implies that Y has a trivial normal bundle.) We say that a map f :
Note that this condition can be verified locally. In our case, X = S(V ⊕R 2 ) × I and Y is the image of S(V ⊕R) × I under the automorphism (S( ρ), id) : For the sake of clarity it is now convenient to switch to the following notation:
, also ν is the normal bundle of S(V ) ֒→ S(V ⊕R 2 ) and µ is the normal bundle of S(V ) ֒→ S(V ⊕R). We use the following decomposition
into open subsets. Note that because Σf is transverse to A w.r.t. ν the decomposition induces an analogous decomposition of the source
First we take a closer look at the map g restricted to the open subsets mentioned above. Note that ν × I can be identified with ν
The map g can be described as g : ν × A P 1 (ν) µ → R by (x, l) → (x − pr l (x)), for l ∈ P 1 (ν) a , and x ∈ ν a , where pr l is the orthogonal projection of ν a onto l. It is clear that the composition
is a submersion. Secondly we look at the complement. Note that (M A)×I ∩M ν,µ = (M A) × I → R can be described by (x, t) → t − λ(x). Now it is clear even without the assumption on the transversality of Σf that the composition
is a submersion. The proof of the claim that Σf × id is transverse to M ν,µ is now complete.
Here we give the proof of the transversality claim stated in Step 3 of the proof of Theorem 4. Again, we use the notion of transversality described in the proof of Proposition 5.
Lemma 8. Let τ : N ′ → I be the map defined in Step 3 of the proof of Theorem 4. The map τ is transverse to s ∈ I for all s = 0.
Proof. We use the decomposition of N ′ into three open submanifolds as described in Example 4. Switching to the notation of Example 4 we write
. We describe the map τ on each submanifold in the decomposition. The restriction of τ to the submanifold Γ 1 (ν) µ is the following composition:
The identification P 1 (ν) µ ∼ = A × I is due to the fact that all normal bundles involved are trivial. This map is clearly a submersion.
On the two open submanifolds M ± A the restriction of the mapτ can be described as follows. Note first that
can be seen as a cone on S(V ⊕R). The submanifold A is N. The restriction of τ is the following composition:
is the map the we started with and C(f ) denotes the canonical extension of f to the cones suitably restricted. The map ω can be described as follows. For s ∈ I the inverse image
. It is clear that the cone map C(f ) is transverse to all such meridians except the one corresponding to s = 0.
Appendix A. Orthogonal Calculus
This appendix is intended as a short survey of the tools from orthogonal calculus which we use to study the functor F defined in section 3 of this paper. For full account of the theory we refer the reader to the paper by Weiss [19] .
The orthogonal calculus of functors works for continuous functors from the category J of finite-dimensional real vector spaces with inner products to pointed spaces. We describe some basic notions such as the derivatives, the polynomial functors and the Taylor tower. Firstly we give a description of the first derivative spectrum of a given functor E : J → Spaces * . This description is due to Weiss but was not presented in [19] . Secondly we give a survey of the rest of the theory of orthogonal calculus. In particular we want to describe how knowledge of the derivative spectra of a given functor E can be used to describe the functor E itself, especially when considering the colimit E(R ∞ ) = colim n E(R n ).
Notation 1. Let J be the category with objects finite-dimensional real vector spaces with inner product and morphisms linear maps preserving inner products. Usually we denote the objects of J by letters U, V, W . Morphism sets mor(V, W ) are Stiefel manifolds and so have a topology. For U ∈ Ob(J), U c denotes the one-point compactification of U. We also write n · U for R n ⊗ U.
Definition 12.
[19] A functor E : J → Spaces is called continuous if for each V, W ∈ Ob(J) the evaluation map
is continuous.
Given a continuous functor E : J → Spaces * and n ≥ 0 the n-th derivative functor E (n) of E is defined as a functor from the category J n to Spaces * . The category J n has the same objects as the category J. The morphism spaces mor n (V, W ) are defined as follows. First there is a vector bundle γ n (V, W ) over mor(V, W ). A point in γ n (V, W ) is a pair (ξ, w) where ξ ∈ mor(V, W ), w ∈ n · coker(ξ) and the bundle projection is defined by (ξ, w) → ξ. The morphism space mor n (V, W ) is defined as the Thom space of γ n (V, W ).
A continuous composition law
is given by ((ξ, w), (ζ, z)) → (ζ • ξ, z + ζ(w)). A functor E : J n → Spaces * is pointed if for each V, W the map
is pointed and is pointed continuous if its adjoints, that means the evaluation maps
Such a functor can be seen as a coordinate free spectrum of multiplicity n with structure maps
where (n · U) c should be seen as the closure of the subspace of those (ξ, w) in mor n (V, V ⊕ U) for which ξ is the standard linear inclusion V ֒→ V ⊕ U, and the map σ is the restriction of the evaluation map. It has the associativity property since E is a functor. It is possible to recover the functor E from the values on the objects and from the structure maps of the spectrum. This description gives rise to an ordinary spectrum of multiplicity n, denoted by ΘE, defined by Θ nk E = E(R k ), the structure maps are specializations:
See sections 1,2 of [19] for more details. In section 2 of the same paper is given an abstract definition of the n-th derivative of E as a functor E (n) : J n → Spaces * . Here we give a more concrete description of E (n) based on Proposition 5.3 of the same paper. In view of the previous remarks it is enough to describe the associated coordinatefree spectrum. As explained above there is an associated ordinary spectrum ΘE (n) . It should be thought of as the first derivative of E at infinity.
We will only need a description of the structure maps in the ordinary spectrum ΘE (1) of the first derivative functor E (1) so we confine ourselves to this.
The values E (1) (V ) are defined as homotopy fibers of the stabilization maps E(ι V ) :
(1) (V ) is described as a pair (x, λ), where x ∈ E(V ) and
We give a description of the adjoints of the structure maps in the associated spectrum:σ :
We need the following easy observation.
Lemma 9. Suppose we are given a diagram of pointed spaces
where the square and the upper-left triangle are strictly commutative. Suppose also that there is a homotopy g t : g ≃ bp rel X. Then the induced map between the homotopy fibers (f, g) * : hofiber
is null-homotopic. Moreover, the null-homotopy can be prescribed using the homotopy g t .
Proof. The homotopy g t , with g 0 = g and g 1 = bp, induces a homotopy of maps between homotopy fibers F : hofiber
which is canonically a contractible space and thus F 1 is canonically null-homotopic. Denote that null-homotopy by G and parameterize it as G : hofiber * (a) × [1, ∞] → hofiber * (b). The desired homotopy between (f, g) * and the trivial map is obtained by pasting these two homotopies, F * G, where we parameterize by the interval [0, ∞] and paste at the point 1 ∈ [0, ∞].
Construction 10. Consider the following diagram of vector spaces and morphisms in J:
where ι = ι V , ι 1 is a linear map given by (v, 0) → (v, 0) for v ∈ V and (0, 1) → (0, 1, 0) for 1 ∈ R, ι 2 is a linear map given by (v, 0) → (v, 0) for v ∈ V and (0, 1) → (0, 0, 1) for 1 ∈ R and p ± is a linear map given by (v, 0) → (v, 0) for v ∈ V and (0, 1) → (0, ±1) for 1 ∈ R. When we apply the functor E to this diagram we arrive at the situation of Lemma 9. The required homotopy is induced by the homotopy of the linear maps from ι 2 to ι 1 • p ± given by composing ι 2 with the obvious rotation of V ⊕R 2 around the subspace V . Now it is easy to describe the structure maps of E (1) :
Because there are two maps p ± we obtain two nullhomotopies of the map E (1) (ι, ι 2 ) :
which when pasted together provide the map σ. For our purposes it is convenient to express the adjoint of the map σ in terms of projections on the coordinates of the homotopy fiber. This might seem complicated although it is not. In Figure 2 we provide a schematic picture to make it more clear. It can be done as follows. Given (x, λ) ∈ E (1) (V ), we describe the image (x ′ , λ ′ ) :=σ(x, λ) ∈ ΩE (1) (V ⊕R) where
with λ ′ (t)(0) = E(ι 1 )(x ′ (t)) and λ ′ (t)(∞) = * for all t ∈ R c . It is clear from the discussion that we have to describe the maps separately on intervals R [−1, 1] and [−1, 1]. The map x ′ can be described as follows: The map λ ′ can be expressed as
Alternatively we can use functoriality to give the following factorization. Note first that a path ρ has the lift ρ : [−1, 1] → mor(V⊕R 2 , V⊕R 2 ) where ρ t is given by the matrix:   I V 0 0 0 cos(πα(t)) − sin(πα(t)) 0 sin(πα(t)) cos(πα(t))   .
The map λ ′ can be conveniently expressed by the formula: Figure 2 describes the adjoint of the map λ ′ . For t ∈ R the vertical line starting at (t, 0) corresponds to the path λ ′ (t). For t ∈ [−1, 1] the path λ ′ (t) is obtained from λ by applying ρ t ∈ mor(V ⊕R, V ⊕R 2 ). The morphism ρ t is determined by the unit vector ρ t (1) in R×[0, ∞) ⊂ R×R which is represented by the intersection of the unit semicircle on the picture with the vertical line starting at the point (t, 0).
Remark 10. In sections 5 and 6 we use the following notation. Note that the path ρ in the morphism space mor(V ⊕R 2 , V ⊕R 2 ) induces a path in the mapping space maps(S(V ⊕R 2 ), S(V ⊕R 2 )) where S(V ⊕R 2 ) is the unit sphere in the vector space V ⊕R 2 with inner product. We denote the adjoint of this path, that means a homotopy of self-maps of S(V ⊕R 2 ) by S( ρ).
The higher derivative functors E (n) can be defined inductively. Let
denote the structure map in the coordinate free spectrum associated to E (n) . Then the (n + 1)-st derivative functor E (n+1) is defined on objects by (5) E (n+1) (V ) = hofiber * (σ n :
whereσ n is the adjoint of σ n . As we do not need a detailed description of maps σ n+1 we omit that.
There is more structure on the n-th derivative functor then just a spectrum of multiplicity n. Namely, it is shown in section 3 of [19] that there is an action of the orthogonal group O(n) on E (n) . The relevant statement is Proposition 3.1 of [19] and simplified it reads as: Proposition 6. There exists a unique family {α V } of left actions
which makes the maps
into O(n)-maps. Here O(n) acts diagonally on the domain of the evaluation map.
Proof. The proof uses the abstract definition of the n-th derivative E (n) , see sections 2,3 of [19] . Now we give a short survey of the rest of the theory of orthogonal calculus.
Definition 13.
A functor E : J → Spaces * is called polynomial of degree ≤ n if for every V ∈ J the following canonical map is a homotopy equivalence E(V ) −→ holim 0 =U ⊆R n+1
E(V ⊕U).
One of the requirements of a good definition of a polynomial functor of degree ≤ n is that the (n + 1)-st derivative should vanish. This is established by the following Proposition: Proposition 7. For any V ∈ J there is the following homotopy fibration sequence:
Proof. See Proposition 5.3 of [19] .
An essential fact in the theory of orthogonal calculus is that any continuous functor E : J → Spaces * can be approximated by a polynomial functor of degree ≤ n. This is the content of Theorem 6.3 of [19] which in a slightly weaker form reads as: Theorem 5. Let E : J → Spaces * be a continuous functor. Then for n ≥ 0 there exists a functor T n E : J → Spaces * and a natural transformation η n : E → T n E such that:
((i)) T n E is polynomial of degree ≤ n, ((ii)) if E already is polynomial of degree ≤ n then the map
is a homotopy equivalence for all V .
All information obtained by studying a continuous functor E : J → Spaces * using the notions above is assembled in the Taylor tower of E. It is the tower of functors and natural transformations (6) · · · → T n E rn − → T n−1 E → · · · → T 0 E where the map r n is essentially the map given as (n − 1)-st polynomial approximation of T n E. The homotopy fiber of the map r n is described in the Theorem 9.1 of [19] . It states:
Theorem 6. For a continuous functor E : J → Spaces * , any n > 0 and any V ∈ J there is the following homotopy fibration sequence:
where Θ = ΘE (n) is the spectrum associated to the n-th derivative of E and the subscript hO(n) denotes the homotopy orbit spectrum. The group O(n) acts diagonally on the smash product, it acts on nV = R n ⊗ V because it acts on R n .
Moreover, Example 2.3 of [19] tells us that T 0 E(V ) ≃ E(R ∞ ). Therefore we should really talk about the tower (6) as the Taylor tower at infinity.
Finally we discuss the case of a continuous functor E : J → Spaces * which is polynomial of degree ≤ 1. By Proposition 7 we have that for n ≥ 2 the n-th derivative spectrum ΘE (n) vanishes and by definition of the 2-nd derivative spectrum (5) we have that ΘE (1) is an Ω-spectrum. The converse is not quite true as can be seen from Proposition 7 because of π 0 issues. However, if the functor E is polynomial of degree ≤ 1 then using Theorem 6 we obtain the following homotopy fibration sequence:
where Θ = ΘE (1) is the first derivative spectrum of E which comes with an action of O(1). Thus knowledge of the spectrum Θ, the action of O(1) on Θ and the value of E on some vector space V ∈ J can be used to describe the space obtained as the colimit E(R ∞ ) = colim n E(R n ). Acknowledgements. The present paper grew out of my thesis. I would like to thank my supervisor Michael Weiss for conversations and encouragement during the work on this project. I would also like to thank Max Planck Institut für Mathematik for the hospitality during final stages of the preparation of this paper.
